OPJMS unfalteringly believes that education is the fundamental enabler of fostering life skills in students and evolving minds that synthesise knowledge for its effective application in problem-solving and bringing radical changes in the socio-national fabric.

With the same orientation and upholding the convention, this year too the school hosted OP Jindal Memorial Inter-School Debate Competition in the commemoration of the Birth Anniversary of its founder father. Sh. O P Jindal- a great educational luminary and visionary on 7th August 2013.

The overwhelming participation of 12 prestigious and leading schools from NCR and Northern India made it worth the effort. The eminent members of jury were Prof. Ved Guliani, Dr. Sunita Bhargav and Dr. Swaraj Kumari – the luminaries from English faculty of the renowned colleges of Hisar. The topic that struck the responsive chords in the minds of participants was ‘India has become a force to reckon with in the world Arena’. The vociferous and cogent arguments of the participants ensued a battle of wits lending razor-sharp clarity to the motion. The well-worded questions by the judges in the rebuttal session added another dimension to the motion. The spirited presentation of the participants, their remarkable ingenuity and persuasive powers were commended by all. The students of OPJMS performed brilliantly in the contest and secured the first position. However, OPJMS being the host team, the second winning team i.e. Dayal Singh Public School, Karnal was able to lift the overall the most coveted trophy.